Let X= G/H be an atline symmetric space. We study part of the discrete spectrum of L*(X) for X of Hermitian type, a notion we define in analogy with the group case. In particular we tind intertwining operators from the scalar holomorphic discrete series of G, which is automatically of Hermitian type, into L'(X). The multiplicity of this series is then shown to be one by a uniqueness result for the intertwining operators. Finally, we investigate the complexitication Xc of X and show that the discrete series in question admits holomorphic continuation into a certain domain in X,
INTRODUCTION
Intertwining operators of various standard forms have long been an important part of harmonic analysis and representation theory of semisimple Lie groups. In particular they are tools for studying the composition series of various modules, and for constructing interesting imbeddings of modules.
In this paper, we construct a new class of intertwining operators naturally associated to afline symmetric spaces of Hermitian type. By this we mean (in the irreducible case) a space X= G/H, where G is a connected simple Lie group and H an open subgroup of the tixpoint group G' of some non-trivial involution r of G. Let 9 be a Cartan involution commuting with z. Denote by I0 the + 1 eigenspace of 9 in go, the Lie algebra of G, and by q0 the -1 eigenspace of r in go. Then our assumption, for X to be of Hermitian type, is that I, n q, has a non-trivial center. This simple condition is the natural analogue to the group case X= G,, a semisimple connected Lie group, where our condition means that the Riemannian symmetric space G,/K,, with K, a maximal essentially compact subgroup, is Hermitian symmetric. For X= G/H of Hermitian type we show that G is also of Hermitian type, and so in particular admits a holomorphic discrete series of representations. Those representations were the first (and best understood) discrete series, and it is for those that we here propose a method for constructing concrete imbeddings as closed subspaces of L*(X).
Specifically, for I/, an element of the holomorphic discrete series for G (of infinitesimal character R), we find a non-zero H-fixed distribution vector 4;. Then we get a canonical intertwining operator For large A, (0.1) maps' into L'(X), and for small A, more delicate estimates are needed (this we do for the classical groups). YJ, has a natural inverse, namely (+Ah)(z) = s, WI 71" (g) dn(z) dx, x=gH.
(0. 3 1 The formula (0.3) reflects the fact that dA is actually a holomorphic function on G/K, the Hermitian symmetric space for G. The construction of bi amounts to a simple modification (via z) of the reproducing kernel of V,. This was the way-motivated by the classical groups-we did it first. But soon we recognized that it was easier to use the Langlands parameter of the discrete series of L'(X) to define the intertwining operator ji abstractly, and then prove that it is given by (0.3). By this, some of the non-trivial estimates dropped out almost by definition.
In this paper we only carry out the details for the scalar holomorphic discrete series, i.e., the case of line bundles over G/K. We believe, however, that our methods are capable of generalization to both the holomorphic vector case as well as to other discrete series. We also think that these intertwining operators form a natural counterpart for discrete series representations to the standard intertwining operators into g"'(X) for principal series representations.
There are several new results of a more technical nature in this paper. One is the study of the universal covering X-of X and of analytic functions on covering spaces; see the proof of 5.8. Another is a set of coordinates on G and G/K given by the fact that G c H,K, P -, where H, and Kc are the complexilied groups and Pp is Harish-Chandra's abelian subgroup of G,; see 2.3. This inclusion will also play a role in considerations of the complexilication of X. In a future paper we plan to study more general imbeddings of discrete series into L'(X), as well as investigate the behaviour of (0.2) and (0.3) under analytic continuation in 1.. We also hope to study the possible phenomenon of higher multiplicity of discrete submodules of L'(X) using these intertwining operators. In this paper, multiplicity one of the scalar holomorphic discrete series is an immediate corollary of the uniqueness of the intertwining operator. Another interesting question, only touched in this paper, is that of imbedding analytic continuations of the holomorphic discrete series for G into L2(X) discretely.
The last question we want to mention here is the feature of the holomorphic discrete series for G,, a simple Lie group of Hermitian type, that the distribution character and the matrix coefficients extend as holomorphic functions into a certain Stein manifold in the complexification of G, having G, as Shilov boundary; cf. [ 131. In our setting of X an affme symmetric space of Hermitian type, we encounter a completely analogous phenomenon. Namely, the imbedded modules in L2(X) consist of functions with natural holomorphic extension into a certain domain in the complexification of X. Furthermore, the distribution vector dA may also be viewed as a holomorphic function on this domain with the distribution as boundary value. In this connection we remark that our construction of discrete modules in L'(X) sheds some light on the problem of finding the "orbit picture" for X. Namely, one expects a correspondence between H-orbits in q0 and representations occurring in L2(X). The modules we look at are naturally associated with orbits through the center of I, n q,,.
A CLASS OF AFFINE SYMMETRIC SPACES
In this section we will collect some notation that will be needed and formulate our definition for a symmetric space X= G/H to be of Hermitian type. We then prove that G is then also of Hermitian type.
Let G be a Lie group. The Lie algebra of G will be denoted by go and its complexilication by g. Analogous notation is used for other Lie groups. If q0 is a subspace of go we identify the complexification q of q, with the complex subspace of g generated by q,. In this paper G will always stand for a non-compact, connected, semisimple Lie group contained in a simply connected, complex Lie group G, with the Lie algebra g.
Let r be a non-trivial involution of G and 9 a Cartan involution commuting with r. We denote also by r respectively 9 the corresponding involution of G,, go, g, g$, and g*. Let K := G" be the fixpoint group of 9 in G and H := (G')0 the identity component of G'. H is closed, reductive, and, as 9 and T commute, S-stable. K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. The Lie algebra of K (resp. H) is given by I, = {x E g,, ( 9(x) = X} (resp. h= (Xehlw=xl).
Let p0 (resp. q,,) be the -1 eigenspace of 9 (resp. r). If m is a A-stable subspace of go or g let mk (resp. nt,) be the intersection of m with f (resp. p). Then and (1.1)
The affme symmetric space X := G/H is said to be of Hermitian type if the following hold:
(Al) There is no non-trivial ideal of g contained in h.
(A2) Let c be centralizer of q, in q,, then j&c) = qk.
In this paper we will always assume that X is of Hermitian type.
Remark.
As we are interested in representations occurring in L'(X), the condition (Al) is natural, as each such representation has to be trivial on every normal subgroup of G contained in H. This condition is also automatically satisfied if G is simple. In that case, (A2) can be replaced by saying that q, has a non-trivial center. If X is a semisimple group G,, our definition of Gi to be of Hermitian type means that the associated Riemannian symmetric space G,/K, is Hermitian.
c is non-zero and is contained in the center off. Furthermore j,(c) = f and rank( G/H) = rank( K/K n H).
COROLLARY.
G/K is a Hermitian symmetric space.
Let us first prove that c #O and the statement about equal rank. Afterwards we will prove the rest of 1.3 in some lemmas. If c = 0, then (A2) means that q = q, c I. But then the Lie algebra generated by p is an ideal of g contained in b. Whence p = 0 and G is compact, contradicting our assumption. Thus c # 0. If a is a maximal abelian subalgebra of q contain-ing c, then acf according to (A2). Whence rank(G/H)=rank(K/Kn H). From now on we will keep this a fixed.
Let b be an abelian Lie algebra and n a finite-dimensional semisimple representation of b in V. Then we set If g,nf#O, we choose xEg,nf, x#O. As above x=x,+x, with x,,, x, non-zero and in I. By (A2), [h, xy] = cr(h) xh = 0 for all h E c. Thus ~11 c = 0 and g, c f by the first part of the proof. 1
We call c( E A compact if g, is contained in I. Otherwise c( is non-compact. Denote by A, (resp. A,) the set of compact (resp. non-compact) roots. Then A, is the set of roots of a in I. Choose a positive ordering in ia$ such that ic,* comes first, and let A+ be the corresponding set of positive roots. The following lemma can then be proved in the same way as in the group case (cf. [ 3, p. 3841). This class of affine symmetric spaces has also been considered by S. Matsumoto in his paper [6] , but instead of (Al) and (A2) he uses the following conditions, all of which follow from (Al) and (A2):
(1) G/H has a compact Cartan subspace a,.
(2) Z,(a,) is compact. (3) 3r(f) n q is non-zero. (4) If i is a Cartan subalgebra of g contained in f and fl is a noncompact root, then fi 1 c # 0, where c is as above.
EXAMPLES.
The following list of symmetric spaces, satisfying (Al ) and (A2) for G a simple classical group, is taken from the paper of Matsumoto [6, p. 573 : SU(p, q)/SO(p, q), SU(n, n)/SL(n, Cl) + [w, SO*(2n)/SO(n, C), SO(2, q)/SO( 1, q -k) x SO( 1, k), Sp(n, F!)/SL(n, Iw) + Iw, SU(2p, 2q)/Sp(p, q), SO*(4n)/SU*(2n) + R, Sp(2n, F!)/Sp(n, C). In the last part of this paper we will specialize our results to these spaces and look at them in some more detail.
THE OPEN SUBSET H,K,P
In this section we construct a maximal abelian subalgebra ape in p. n q. and prove that G is contained in the open (dense) subset H,K,P-of G,. Here H, = Gi, Kc = GE and P-is the analytic subgroup of G, corresponding to p -. Notice that H, and Kc are connected as G, is simply connected (see [3, p. 3201 ). We prove this first for G = SU( 1, 1) and then use that result to prove it in the general case. This result is one of our main tools for analyzing intertwining operators in Section 5 and proving that holomorphic discrete series corresponding to a character of K, occur in L*(X) with multiplicity one. For CI, /? E C, let X(CI, /?) := (i !$ and let e,, i, j= 1, 2, be the standard basis of the space of 2 x 2-matrices. Let G=SU(l, l)= {x(N,/?)/ laI*-/~I*= 11, go= {x(x,y)(xEiR,yE@}. (1) Let x(cosh(t), isinh(t))EAp.
Define y := (cosh(2t)))"*, cash(z) := y cash(t), sinh(z) := iy sinh(t), and x := -i tanh(2t). Then The first part follows by easy calculation. For the second part we note first that G= HA,K (see [2, p. 2561) . As Kc normalizes P-, the claim follows from (1). 1
We turn now to the general case. Let ~ : g + g denote the conjugation of g relative to go. Then q := r 0 -= -0 r is an involution on p leaving each root space p,, aE A,, invariant. Let p,( +) and p, ( -) (2) Zfa, PEA,+ andfl(tl)=O, then affl#A.
(3) Zf aEA,f, then 3 pun ,,,(~Y,) = RY, 0 (PO n qdr, where r is the set qf positive roots strongly orthogonal to a and (p. n qo),-= {x -t(x)\ x E p/J -), 0 E I-}.
Proof: (1) This follows easily from the fact that [p, p] c I and A is a (restricted) root system. = (a + fl)(t,) x= 2x, a contradiction. Thus a + /zl is not a root. As sJ/? -a) = /I + a, where S, is the reflection y H y -y(h,) a, /?-a cannot be a root. Let y, be the lowest root in f-i and choose xi =x,, ~p,,( -) as above and set y, =x1 -7x1. Then the centralizer of [Wy,inp,nq,isgivenbyIWy,O(p,nq,),,,whereT,isthesetofally~A,+ strongly orthogonal to y,. If r2 # 0 we let y2 be the lowest root of r, and define x2 and y, as above. Then we can find r3 s.t. the centralizer of Ry, in (pan qO)r, is given by ((p,,nq,),,),,, with the obvious notation. If r3 # 0 we let y3 be the lowest root in r3. Proceeding in the same way, we get a maximal subset {y , , . . . . ys} consisting of strongly orthogonal roots. Choose ti = t,, and xi = xY8 as above and let yi = xi-7xi. By the same method as in 13, p. 3851 we can prove the following lemma. We also remark that a proof can be found in [6] , but there Matsumoto uses the whole Cartan subalgebra i and A(g, j), whereas we only use a and A.
LEMMA.
Let apO := XT=, Ryi. Then ape is a maximal abelian subalgebra of pO n qo. Then q5joz=t~#,, I$~o~=$oI$~, and $je ~= -od,,, where r and 9 for sl(2, C) are defined as in the beginning of this section and the first -is the conjugation of sl(2, C) relative to su(1, 1). As SL(2, C) is simply connected, there exists a homomorphism from SL(2, C) into G with differential dj. We denote this homomorphism also by $j. Then c$~(SU( 1, 1)) c G. Furthermore, as the y,'s are strongly orthogonal, the image of q5! commutes with that of q5k for j # k.
Let A, be the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to aP,,. Let t E R and a, = exp(tyj) E A,,. Then a, =#j(x(cosh(t), i sinh(t))). Define h, k, and PE SU(1, 1) as in 2.1. As 4, commutes with 9 and r, #j(h)E H,, dj(k)E KC, we have $j(p) E P-and a, = bj(h) #j(k) dj(p). By 4j(,!, -y) = tJ it follows by 2.1 that a, E H, exp( -4 log(cosh(2t)) tj) Pp. As G = HA, K we have proved the following theorem.
2.4. THEOREM. Let X be an affine symmetric space of Hermitian type.
Let H,, KC, P-, and A, be as above. Then G c H,K, Pp. Furthermore, if a, = exp(tyj) E A,, then a, E H, exp( -i log(cosh(2t)) t,) P-.
THE DISCRETE SERIES OF X'
In this section we collect some well-known results on the discrete series of X. As the rank of X is the same as the rank of K/Kn H we know from the work of Flensted-Jensen [2] and Matsuki and Oshima [S] that the discrete series of X is non-empty. For X of Hermitian type, those results can also be found in the paper of Matsumoto [6] . Furthermore we recall the results of [7, 111 on the Langlands parameters of the Flensted-Jensen representations.
Let G-denote the universal covering group of G and K-resp. H-the tixpoint group of 9 resp. t in G-. Then K" and H-are connected, and K-is simply connected. Let X" :=G"/H-.
Then X-is a simply connected covering of X. (For more information about X" see [2, p. 2571.) Let (, ) be the Killing form of g. Denote the conjugation of g relative to foe in, by g. If b is a o-stable real, resp. complex, subalgebra of g we define an inner product on b by (x,y) := -Re(x, a(v)), resp. (x,y) := -(x, a(r)), x, y E 6. Relative to this inner product the direct sum decomposition of g,, resp. g in (1.1) resp. (1.2) is orthogonal. For i, p E b* we define (1, p) := (h,, h,), where hj.~ b is uniquely determined by Re(x, h,) = 1.(x), resp. (x, h,) = n(x), for all x E 6. Let x be a unitary character on the center Z" of G-, trivial on z-n H". Denote the space of all measurable functions f on G"
-functions that are equal a.e. being identified-s.t.
by L:(X").
Notice that for two functions f and g satisfying (i), x H f (x) g(x) is well-defined as a function on X, thus (ii) makes sense and L:(X-) is a Hilbert space with inner product where dx is a G-invriant measure on X.
Let (X-l,?, denote the set of all irreducible, unitary representations of G-that can be realized as a direct summand in Lf(X" Mquivalent representations being identified. We will also need the notation (K-/HInKK").J
for the set of all irreducible representations of Kcontaining x and the trivial representation of H" n K". As K-is simply connected, (K-/H-n KS),^ can also be identified with the set of p E ia,* such that (p, ~)/(a, a) E Z + for all a E A: and x is contained in the corresponding representation of K". For the following theorem see [2, pp. 268, 270, and 290; 12, pp. 157-1581, but notice that we use another parametrization.
THEOREM (Flensted-Jensen).
Let A, be the set of all v E ia,* s.t.
(1) v is dominant and regular, i.e., (v, a ) > 0 for all a E A +, and
For each v E A, there exists a function lcly E Ls(X-) n gm(X-) such that:
(i) The K--module generated by tiy is irreducible and of type p(v). (ii) The closed G--module E, generated by I/I" in L?JX") is a member of(x-);d and the multiplicity of p(v) in E, is one.
Let j,, be a Cartan subalgebra of go containing a,. Then j,, = a, @ jhO, jhO := j0 n ho, is z-stable and contained in I. Choose an ordering in i j$ compatible with our ordering in ia,* and denote the corresponding set of positive roots in d(g, j) by A+(g, j). Let A+@, j) := A+(g, j) n A(f, j). Then A+(f, j) is a positive system in A(!, j). As j = a@ j,,, we also have the orthogonal decomposition j* = a* @ j$. By this a* = (1 E j* 1 R 1 jh = 0} and jf=(dEj*l1la=O).
Let l:=3i,(a)chk. Then l=jh@f(A(g,j)njt) is reductive and jh is a Cartan subalgebra of 1. The set of roots A([, jh) is just A(g, j) n jt. Let A+(I, jh) := A+(g, j) n jf, ps :=p(A'(g, j))E i j$, pt:=p(A+(f,j))~ij,*, andp,:=p(A+(I,j,))Eij,*,cji,*.
LEMMA.
Let the notation he as above. Then;
(ii) Counted by multiplicities A+ = {a E A+(g, j)lala # 0}, A,+ = {a~A+(f, j)l~la#O}. (ii) The first part is obvious. Let p, be half of the sum of all positive roots that do not vanish on a. Then --t~i = p, by (i). Thus pi E ia,*. As pg=pl +pr it follows by the first part of (ii) that ~=~~ja=p,.
Hence pe = p + p,. The last part follows now in the same way. 1 3.3 . LEMMA.
Let a be a simple root in A + (g, j) not vanishing on a. Then (a,p,)dOandif(a,p,)<O then -za#a isnotsimple.
ProoJ From our definition of positivity b E A +(I, jh) is simple in A+(I, jh) iff it is simple in A+(g, j). Hence, if A+(I, jh) is not empty, p, is a sum of simple roots different from a. Thus (a, P,) 60. If (a, p,) < 0, then ( --a, P,) = -(a, P,) > 0. By the first part a cannot be simple. 1
Let now vEa*. Then p(v)=v+p,-p,=v+p-22p,=v+(p,-p,)-2( pt -P,) = (v + p,) + pI, -2p,. By the determination of the Langlands parameters of E, (see [7, p. 2411 or [ll, p. 1421) it now follows:
Let x be a unitary character on Z-trivial on Z-n H" and ve/i,.
If (v +p,, a) > 0 for all a in A+(g, j), then E, is unitarily equivalent to the relative discrete series representation of G-with Blattner parameter p(v).
3.5. Remark. As we shall see in some later examples, this "p,-shift" does occur.
THE HOLOMORPHIC DISCRETE SERIES AND ITS REPRODUCING KERNEL
In this section we collect some results and notations concerning the holomorphic discrete series. For the proofs we refer to [ 10, and J(g,z)cK, by exp(g.z)=p+ (gexp(z)) and J(g,z)= k,(gexp(z)). For z, w~p+ s.t. exp(%))' exp(z)EP+K,Plet X(z, w) := k,(exp(ti)) ' exp(z)) ~ '. Here -denotes the conjugation of g relative to go (and also the corresponding involution on G, and K;). g. z and J(g, z) are defined on an open subset of G, x p + containing G x Sz and Kc x p +, holomorphic in g and z, and (g, z) -+ g . z defines an operation of G on Q compatible with the above diffeomorphism. By the definition g. z := k(g) z the covering group G" also operates on Q. X(z, w) is defined on Q x 52 and is holomorphic in z and antiholomorphic in w. As G" and Q are simply connected, we may lift those maps to k; : G" + Kc", J-:G-xQ-+K;, and X -: 52 x Q -+ Kc-such that Jc(k; (g)) = k,(K( g)), K(J-(g,z))=J(K(g),z), and K(X-(z, w))=X(z, w) for gEGand z, w E 52 and such that k; is analytic, J -is analytic in the lirst variable and holomorphic in the second, X -is holomorphic in the first variable and antiholomorphic in the second, and k; (1) = J -( 1,0) = X -(O, 0). Then the following holds for all g, h E G" and z, w E Sz:
For other properties of those maps, we refer to [lo] . Let x be an irreducible holomorphic rrepresentation of Kc" in the finitedimensional Hilbert space V, s.t. x is unitary on K-and (II + pg, cc) < 0 for every non-compact root in A + (g, j). Here A is the highest weight of x.
For f, g : R --f V holomorphic and x E G -we define
where (. 1. ) is the inner product on V, p is a G-invariant measure on Q, and cX is a positive constant to be specified in a moment. Denote the corresponding norm by 11. )I x. Let V, be the space of holomorphic functions of finite norm. Then V, is a complete Hilbert space, rcx is an irreducible unitary representation of G-, the constants are in Vx, and the polynomials are dense in V, (see [ 151 and the references there). Notice that if J; and J; are two liftings and (g, z) E G-x 52, then J;(g,z)-'J;(g,z)=:cEker(K)ccenter of K;. As ker(lc) is discrete and G-x 52 is connected, J;(g, z) = J;(g, z) c for all (g, z). Thus I( J;( g, z)) = I( J;(g, z)) x(c) is independent of (g, z). The same is also true for Xx-.
We will now assume that 1 is a character. Let +!I(z, w) := x(,X-(z, w)) and j"(g, z) := x ( J-(g, z) ). RX is holomorphic in z and antiholomorphic in w. By ~(k-')=X(k),-X(z,=X(w, z))', and (4.1),
ff"(g.z,g.w)=j'X(g, z)j"(s, w)dX(z, w) 
THE INTERTWINING OPERATOR
In this section we will start analyzing intertwining operators from the Flensted-Jensen representations into the holomorphic discrete series corresponding to a character x that is trivial on Z-n H-. Let I = dx, then (I+p,,a)<O for all crEd(p+,j). intertwining the regular representation of G-on E c L*(X") and rc, = n, i.e., j(xf) = n(x) f(f) for all f~ E. Here xf(y) =f(x-fy) for all1 XE Gand y E X-. As $0 is a holomorphic function on Q, E 3 fw %(f)(z) E C is a well-defined and continuous linear functional on E. Hence there exists a unique F= E E s.t.
,$(f)(z) = (f I F;) = i\r-cx, F;(x) dx for all f~ E. By definition z I-+ F, is antiholomorphic in the weak topology, and thus in the strong topology too [ 14, p. 3031. Instead of $ and Fz we will also use 9 = f -I and G, = pz. Then zw G, is holomorphic, Y(f)(z) = Jxf(x) G,(x) d x, and 9 : V + E is an intertwining operator.
LEMMA.
Let .xEP+K,P-.
Then T(x)=T(X)EP+K,P~ and P+(w)=$P+(x)) and k(W)=%(x)).
In particular q restricted to Q is an involution on 52.
Proof: As q(p+)=p+, ~(p~)=p~, q(f)=f, and -oroexp=expog, the same holds for the analytic subgroups P+, P-and KC. Thus if ---
and the lemma follows. 1 5.3. LEMMA. Let g E G-and z, w E Q. Then:
(1) gda), v) =jk, 2).
(2) K(qz, VW) = K(z, w).
Proof (1) J'(T(g), v(z)) = k;(dg) exp(r?(z))) = k;(+z exp(z))) = K(g exp(z))) = 7(J-(g, z)).
As x is trivial on Z-n H-and 7 /c = -id, ~(r(k)) = ~(k-.') for all ke K," and x(T(J"(g, z))) = x( J-k, z)F') = x(J-(g, ~1).
(2) From 5.2 we have X-(qz, m+~) = k;(t(exp(Y))' exp(w))))' = --r(k;((exp(z))' exp(w))))-' =r(X-(z, w)). As X(z(k))=X(k) for all k E K; , the claim follows by 4. (1) F,, is a minimal K--type vector of E. In particular, if *;.+, is the Flensted-Jensen function from Theorem 2.1 then there is a constant c # 0, s.t. $I~+, = cF,,.
(2) The function 52 x A'-3 (z, x) H F=(x) E @ is real analytic.
(3) The function G" 3 g++gG,(x)/G,.,(x) E C is independent of x E X-and equals ~(k, (g) ~ ' ).
Proof of the Corollary. (1) It follows from 4.1 that K,, is a constant function on Q, i.e., K, is a minimal K--type of I'. By the intertwining property F,=Y (K,) is a minimal K--type of E. As the minimal K--type occurs with multiplicity one, (1) follows. (2) By (l), F, is a minimal K--type of E and thus analytic. Hence X-3 x F+ G,(x) is analytic. According to 5.4(2), G,,(x) = a( g, 0) G,(g-'x) = X(k;(g)) G,,(g-'x) for all g E G-. As the last function is obviously analytic as a function of (g, x) and Q is diffeomorphic to G-/K-, the claim follows. The multiplicity of V in L$ X-) is equal to one.
Proof: Let xi, $,: V-+ Lz(X-) be two non-zero intertwining operators. Let Fi correspond to 9, and FI corresponds to Y2 as above. Then it follows from 5.8 that there is a CE @, s.t. Fi = cFz. But then 9, = ?Y2 and the theorem follows. 1
MORE ABOUT THE FUNCTION GZ
In this section we give some final remarks on the minimal K--type of E. Furthermore we give an explicit description of the function G, and use it to prove that in the case where x is actually a character on KC, trivial on G'-which means that E is a direct summand in L'(G/G')-the function XH GL(x) extends to a bounded holomorphic function on some open subset of XC := GJH,, the complexification of G/G'. Locally this result also holds for arbitrary character x.
The notation is the same as in the last section. In particular x and c are holomorphic characters on K," trivial on Z-n H' and ['=x. Furthermore G, = F2 is given by $(f)(z) = jxf(x) G,(x) dx, where $ is an unitrary intertwining operator from the discrete series representation EC Lz(X") with lowest K--type x into the corresponding holomorphic discrete series representation. Let x0 be the usual base point of XV. 
(by (4.2) Let apO denote the maximal abelian subalgebra of p0 n q, as in Section 2. Define ti, yz, and x,, i= 1, . . . . s, as in Section 2 for Lemma 2.3. As A, is simply connected, we may identify A, with the analytic subgroup in Gcorresponding to apO and the subspace A,xo in G/G' or X". As G c P-K, H, and P-K, n H, = KC n H, we can define an analytic map k,: GIG' + KC/KC n H, by x E P-k,(x) H,. By the above remark k,,(u), aEAp, is well defined. By 2.4, k,(a) is in exp(if,), which may be viewed as a subset of K," as ~lexp(if,) is injective. Thus X(k,(a)) makes sense. The next theorem now gives an explicit formula for Gz only involving the character x and the map k,. Notice the similarities with the Poisson kernel and the Fourier transformation of GJH, (cf. [S]).
THEOREM.
Let the notation be as above. Then:
(1) X-= K-A,+ Furthermore there is a complex number c # 0, s.t. for kgKanda=exp(C;,,r,yj)EAp,
j=l (2) Zf x is a character on K, trivial on K, n H, then Gz is a function on GJG' and
is well known. Let x = yxOe G/G' and choosepEP-, kEK,, and hEH, s.t. y=pkh. Then
c2 = x, and G,(kx) = X(k) G,(X) for all k E K-and x E X", the first part of (1) and part (2) follow from 6.1. The last assertion in (1) follows now from 2.4. 1 6.3. Remark.
In this paper we started with the Flensted-Jensen representation and the intertwining operator as given from the work of Flensted-Jensen and the Langlands classification, and then arrived at the function G;. But we can also define Go by the formula in 6.1( 1) or 6.2, and then prove, by using 6.2 and the explicit form of the invariant measure on X (see [2, p. 2631 or [6, p. 64] ), that Go is square integrable. By 5.4(2), G, is then square integrable for all z. We can then use F, to construct E and define an intertwining operator f by $(f)(z) :=jxfWAx)dx.
Similarly, .GZ also provides the explicit intertwining operator (0.2) for big E.'s, and again one can use 6.1 and 6.2 to prove square-integrability.
This was the method we used first for some of the classical groups (see Section 7). This approach has the advantage that it is independent of [Z] and gives a simple construction of E. But we do not get multiplicity one. For that, the abstract group-theoretic analysis of the intertwining operator in Section 5 is necessary. If the character x is defined on KC, then this holds on all of 0.
THE CLASSICAL GROUPS
In this section we list some of the features of the examples of Hermitiantype afline symmetric spaces coming from classical simple groups. This list is as in Example 1.9, and our purpose is to illustrate some of the results in this paper in an elementary way. We also list the involution z in each case, the Cartan involution always being 9(x) = (x*)-i (inverse conjugate transpose). Furthermore we alway use H= G' and follow the procedure in Remark 6.3.
Before we comment on each space in the list 1.9, we first give the details for G = SL(2, [w) z SU( 1, l), the philosophy being that via the root system, the general case in a sense reduces to this case. So consider G = SL(2, W) = KAN, Consider the involution r(; f;) :=x(0, 1) $((; 2)) x(0, 1) = ( P; ~5;) (see Section 2 for notation).
In this case G'=: H= MA = _+A, A, = {x(cosh(t), sinh (this relation may also be used in an analytic continuation in n to obtain (g, K)-modules with a Hermitian invariant form, meromorphic in n). Let C, and Ck be the Casimir operator in G and K, respectively, and L the elliptic operator L = C, -2C,. By standard regularity theory (see, for example, [9] ), we get the smooth vectors in V, as
Therefore, since Lzk = (n(n -2) + 2k2) zk, i?kakzk)Vm:CkIak12
At the same time we see that a distribution vector q5 E V,, J, can be identified with a formal power series q5 = ,Zk bkzk for which the coefficients are of moderate growth, namely The main point about 4, is the fact that for n even it gives rise to intertwining operators as in (0.2). Here L:(X) is the irreducible subspace of L'(X) equivalent to V, and rr,V(.) c$,, is defined by XEI gH++rr,"(g)~,(z)EC.
THEOREM.
9 and 9 are well-defined intertwining operators, and appropriately normalized they are unitary equivalences between V, and L:(X) (n euen) with 2 =9*.
Proof.
The intertwining property between V, and the regular representation on L'(X) is immediate for 9, and follows by left invariance of the measure dx on X for 9. Note also that 9 and f naturally define intertwining operators on the level of (g, K)-modules; for general n > 0 even for (g, K-)-modules, where X is now replaced by X-= G-/H", G-the simply connected covering of G and H" = (G -)'. Apply 4 to the lowest K-type II = 1 E V,, to check that .a1 E L*(X):
.f(l )(x( 4 8 with a convergent power series expansion in D (as c$, or rr,V (g) 4,) this reproducing property will also hold. Note first of all that KZ E V,"; this follows from the fact that (n(g) Kzl v) = [n(g-') u](z) for all u. Thus gH n(g) Kz is weakly analytic and thus also analytic in the strong topology (see [ 14, p. 3031 or [9] ). Second, $ is the limit, pointwise and in the V;"' topology, of K-finite vectors (just the partial sums of the Fourier expansion), I,$ = lim, _ I-$,,,. Thus
This means in our case that F,(x) = [rr," (x) ~,J(z) and so (j-'h)(z)= j~h(x)Cn,"(x)~~l(z)d.r=ph(z). I
For the double cover G/A of X we can similarly imbed V, (n = 2,3, . ..) using 4, again (including odd n), as is abstractly proved in Section 5. 4, is the unique distribution vector fixed under A. This follows by multiplicity one in L:(X) (Theorem 5.9) or directly by solving the differential equation for @fixed elements in V; =. Of course, the antiholomorphic discrete series is imbedded via &.
We conclude these observations on SL(2, IR) with a justification for V,, to be called the holomorphic discrete series for A'. Indeed, the imbedding .a shows that the functions obtained, h = (u, n,"( .) d,), can be extended to holomorphic functions on G,,,/H,, where the semigroup G c,:={gESL(2,C)lg.cl(D)cD) (here we identify g and its Cayley transform). G,, is biholomorphic to &42,158)/U(2), and H,=(MA),= ((; wO~)lw~C*}.
We now discuss the classical spaces one by one (with no attempt at being complete in each case-we only give the details in the first two). (here we assume p < q). We wish to find the Haar measure in the coordinates G = KApH, and so we find the roots of aPo in go and in go"' = hOk @ qoP (for notation see Section l), with K linear in t, mean i((ty+pt*)=Jca, i( t6 -cct) = Icp i( -t*cr + 6t*) = rcy, i( -t*fi -yt) = ld.
The solutions are for the roots K= *2t,, f (tk + t,), f t, with k = 1, . . . . p and k > I = 1, . . . . p -1. The positive roots may be chosen to be A+(go, a,,)= {2tk, tkf t,, tk} (for p=q, the * tk are absent); the corresponding root vectors are easily found and we find the multiplicities p, := dim,g,": and q K := dinwoK n hok 0 boJ9 P -0, 2lk -qz,k= '3 Pfkf,,=q,k+I,= '9 P,=q,k=P(q-P)'
The positive Weyl chamber is When n>p+q-1 this belongs to the relative discrete series for G, and for n = 0, 1, . . . . p -1 and for n >p -1 it can be appropriately normalized to a unitary highest weight module (see, e.g., C16, 11). = det( 1 -z'z) p"!2 using the relations in SO,(p, q). For n even det(cz + d)-" = (det(cz+d)e"'2)2 is valid for all of SO(p, q), whereas for n odd the corresponding choice of square root is only consistent on SO,(p, q). For the distribution property, the proof is exactly the same as for SU ( 1, 1) . 4, has a convergent power series expansion D with coefficients of moderate growth, so it defines a continuous linear functional on VP (which is in turn also characterized by the decay properties of the coefftcients in the polynomial (K-finite) expansions). 1
Now we proceed by defining, as in (0.2) 3: VP + P(X) by ~4gxo) := (0, n,v (8) 4,>, xg= 1H. This is an intertwining operator, and the lowest K-type into the function u = 1 is mapped .91(g)= (det(d)))"det(l -(8)' b'bd-'))"'*, On A,, this is [n," (exp(y(it, -it'))) 4,](O) = det(cosh* t + sinh2 f))n'2 = det(cosh(2t)))"" = kfjl (cosh(2t,)))"'*. Now for the L2-norm on X we get 1131 I/' = jA; n (cosh(2t,)))"'* D(t) dt.
LEMMA.
1141 II is finite if and only if 2P-1 +P(q-P)<K in particular, for p = q, this is the same limit as for the relative discrete series; for p <q this limit is larger.
Proof. At infinity in the Weyl chamber the integrand above behaves like exp[2(-n+1+2p(q-p))(t,+...+f,)+4(f2+2f,+...+(p-1)t,)].
Therefore, to ensure L*, it is necessary and sufficient to have -2n + 2 + 4( p -1) + 2p( q -p) < 0 or, rewritten, 2P-1 +P(q-P)<n. I It could presumably be interesting (and possible) to find the meromorphic nature of II Yl 11' as a function of n, in order to study the analytic continuation of the scalar holomorphic discrete series.
The formulas above allow us to proceed exactly as in the case of SU( 1, 1) with the proof of the following. (ii) X= SU(n, n)/SL(n, C) + R. Consider the Cayley transform c= (I ii) (n x n blocks) acting on a complex n x n matrix w by In particular, the subgroup H= {.x(a, (a*)-')laEGL(n, @), det(a)E R} is the fixpoint group of the involution s(g) =y( 1, 1) 9(g) y( 1, 1). The connected component is Ho = SL(n, C) + R. Our Ho-invariant distribution is here bm(w)= (det w))""'= (i)""j2det(l -z*))*'~ since the action of H in the (unbounded) w-realization of the holomorphic scalar discrete series is n,(a) d(w) = (det a*)m #(awa*).
Back in the (bounded) z-realization the involution is
